B.J. Johnson Receives the 1998 USGA Green Section Award

Protect Your Investment — Protect Yourself

A Turn For The Better
A simple change to your aerifier can provide a great benefit. By Darin S. Bevard

Pinus plastica: A Simple Tool for Proper Tree Placement
Use of a temporary “tree” can help avoid problems in the future. By Patrick Gross

Taming Unruly Ropes
A practical system that keeps both ropes and traffic in check. By Jim Skorulski

Crystal Ball
Using computer imaging to enhance project proposals. By Paul Vermeulen

Enjoy the Sand Without Going to the Beach
Sand silos — keeping sand dry and contamination free. By Brian Maloy

A Legal Par Five
You will need more than a good selection of clubs and shotmaking skills to get out of these legal hazards on the golf course. By Bo Links and Mike Veron

Sometimes Less Means More
Ideas for preserving water quality and developing better turf. By David A. Oatis

A Shower a Day Fills the Holes OK
Two nozzles and a syringe hose can improve the incorporation of topdressing. By Chris Hartwiger

Reduce The Risk
How coarse is your course? By Keith A. Happ

Chosen To Live
A unique perspective to apply to our own lives. By Jerry Schemmel

One Man’s Trash Is Another Man’s Treasure
An effective, inexpensive method for applying dilute solutions of wetting agents to isolated dry spots. By Robert Vavrek

Play Misty For Me
Supplemental practice tee irrigation assures survival of young seedlings. By Larry Gilhuly

One Beep Ahead of the Storm
Early warning for investment protection. By John H. Foy

News Notes

Turf Twisters